
     SAFETY ISSUE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND COMMITMENT 

 

 

 

I understand and recognize that there are certain risks, dangers and perils connected with the 
use of horses in general as well as in a controlled environment.  I hereby acknowledge all 
associated risks that have been explained to me. 

Under these conditions and after inquiry, I realize the completeness of Sher-Lynn Meadows Inc. 
efforts to maintain safety for all concerned and am wholly satisfied with their efforts.  I will 
faithfully adhere to all safety instructions and recommendations provided me by Sher-Lynn 
Meadows Inc., whether oral or written while on Sher-Lynn Meadows premises. 

I further agree to use and care for any and all Sher-Lynn Meadows animals to the best of my 
ability. 

 

FARM RULES  

 Smoking in designated areas only 
 If it  belongs to someone else and you want to use it, get permission 
 If you make a mess, clean it up 
 If you use it, take care of it 
 If you borrow it, return it 
 If you open it, close it 
 If you move it, put it back 
 If you turn it on, turn it off 
 If you break it, tell someone 
 If you don’t know how to operate it, leave it alone 
 No running, screaming or jumping while working around horses 

 

BOTTOM LINE:  TREAT OTHERS AS YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE TREATED 

 

 

 

 



DRESS CODE: 

Equestrian facilities can be dirty and a tough environment on clothing.    Don’t wear anything 
you don’t want to get dirty.  

The facilitators and other participants will be respectful of you as an individual, please be 
respectful of them.  Facilitators and other participants will be standing next to you, working 
alongside you so please dress with not only safety in mind but modesty as well. 

Dress in comfortable clothing suitable to work around horses.  Comfortable sleeved T-Shirts are 
ideal, although if they are too baggy might get caught or hung up on something causing injury. 

Wear pants appropriate to working around horses.   

 

NO OPEN TOED SHOES 

 

__________________________________________   _______________ 

Signature         Date 


